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ABSTRACT
In 2007, Li and Cox showed that their scheme called Perceptual-QIM (P-QIM) was one of the solutions the
most successful in order to watermark multi-bits in an image by a quantization approach. Our research led us
to take some of their ideas and brought new proposals. This paper presents a new scheme named Hyper-Cube.
In addition to re-express the mechanisms of watermarking from a different angle and to give a clear framework,
we propose two improvements: the computation of the modified Watson slacks on a neighborhood, and the use
of a cleverly integrated error correcting code. Additionally, we experimentally show that the addition of the
JPEG quantization table for setting the size of lattices do not reduce performances. This demonstrate that the
scheme may easily be integrated in a joint watermarking-compression scheme. Given the obtained results, we
can conclude that the Hyper-Cube watermarking scheme is currently one of the most successful technique when
one wants to watermark an image using quantization-based approaches.
Keywords: Robust watermarking, Quantization-based watermarking, Perceptual watermarking, Lattice codes,
Watson model, Valumetric attack, High rate, Correcting codes.
1. INTRODUCTION
The informed watermarking appeared around 1998 when the Costa’s work1 has been rediscovered. The two
main techniques of multi-bit watermarking are: lattice codes also known as quantization-based codes (DC-QIM,2
SCS,3 P-QIM4 ...) and Dirty Paper Trellis Codes (DPTC5). Those two categories of informed watermarking are
both competitive but there is still some place for improvement. In this article, we focus on the quantization-based
family.
The most effective image watermarking quantization-based is currently the P-QIM4 scheme (Perceptual-
QIM). The P-QIM algorithm use a scalar QIM2 with an encoding of the message by a repetition code. We
can identify three major contributions in P-QIM. The first contribution is to incorporate the RDM6 principle
using the psycho-visual amended Watson model.7 The second contribution is to compute the modified Watson
slacks on an already watermarked DCT block thereby avoiding drift between insertion and extraction. The
latest contribution consists in pseudo-randomly shuﬄing the codeword obtained by a repetition code, instead of
pseudo-randomly shuﬄing the host signal built from DCT coefficients.
We propose in our paper, a new algorithm named Hyper-Cube watermarking. Moreover, we give a clear
framework which may easily be enriched in the future. The Hyper-Cube watermarking scheme incorporates and
extends the proposals presented in the P-QIM algorithm. Two improvements are made. The first improvement is
based on the choice of the block on which the modified Watson slacks are computed. In the P-QIM watermarking
scheme, the selected block is always the left block or if the top block. We propose to select the adjacent block
which is the most similar. The second improvement is to cleverly integrate a convolution code in order to code
the message. Indeed, in the P-QIM algorithm, the embedding acts simply as repeating the bits from the message.
We propose to use a convolution code well integrated in order to improve the correction performances. Finally,
experimental tests have been achieved in order to test the feasibility of the scheme in a joint compression-
watermarking approach. For those experiments, the size of the lattice (that is to say, the quantization step) is
jointly based on the modified Watson slacks and on the quantization table used in JPEG.8
In section 2 we discuss the general principle of insertion and extraction. In section 3 we present the computa-
tion principle of the modified Watson slacks and their use. Section 4 deals of the integration of the convolution
code. Finally, in Section 5 we present the results, and then we conclude.
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Figure 1. Hyper-Cube general scheme for a 8x8 pixels block.
2. EMBEDDING AND EXTRACTION
2.1 General scheme
Whether it be for P-QIM4 algorithm or our Hyper-Cube algorithm, the general principle is substantially the
same. The image is divided into 8x8 blocks, and one or more bits are embedded in each block. The embedding
is summarized for an 8x8 block in Figure 1. The DCT transform is applied on the current block X, then the
first n ACs coefficients from the zig-zag scan are stored in a vector called the host signal and noted x. Next,
the n coefficients from x are watermarked using scalar QIM and thus n bits coming from the coded message
are embedded (i.e vector m is embedded). For each of the n coefficients of x the quantization step (noted
∆i, i ∈ [1, n]) necessary for the watermarking is a function of the modified Watson slack (see Figure 1 and
Section 3.1) computed on a previously watermarked block.
2.2 Embedding
At the embedding, in our Hyper-Cube approach (it is similar for P-QIM), assuming that the interleaving function
in Figure 1 is the identity function (i.e suppose that there is no interleaving), a message bit b is first encoded
in a binary vector m consisting of n bits (the rate of the error correcting code is 1/n; see Figure 1), then
the watermarked signal y is obtained by quantifying each component of the host signal x with quantizers
{Qm[i]}i∈[1,n] such that:
∀i ∈ [1, n],y[i] = Qm[i](x[i],∆i), (1)
with ∆i the quantization step (see Section 3.2) associated with the ith coefficient and quantizers Q0 and Q1
defined such that:
Q0(x[i],∆i) = 2∆i × round
(
x[i]
2∆i
)
,
Q1(x[i],∆i) = 2∆i × round
(
x[i]−∆i
2∆i
)
+ ∆i.
(2)
Note that our watermarking procedure is equivalent to displace the host signal x toward one of the vertex of
the Hyper-Cube defined by the quantized points surrounding x. This is why we named our algorithm: Hyper-
Cube.
2.3 Extraction
At the extraction, for the P-QIM approach, authors compute the message bit b for a given watermarked-attacked
word z. This word z is retrieved from the first n ACs coefficients from the current DCT watermarked-attacked
block. Assuming that the interleaving function is the identity function, the extraction of the message bit b is
achieved as follow:
b = arg
{b′}
min
b′∈{0,1}
i=n∑
i=1
(z[i]−Qb′(z[i],∆i))2. (3)
The extraction is more complicated for the Hyper-Cube approach since the message has been encoded with a
convolution code2. It is done by taking into account the whole image. Assuming that the interleaving function
is the identity function, each DCT block is associated to a transition step in the trellis of the convolution code.
For a DCT block, we calculate n Euclidean distances: the distances d0[i] = (z[i] − Q0(z[i],∆i))2, i ∈ [1, n]
computed between the watermarked-attacked word z[i] and the scalar corresponding to an embedded bit 0, and
the distances d1[i] = (z[i]−Q1(z[i],∆i))2, i ∈ [1, n] computed between the word z[i] and the scalar corresponding
to an embedded bit 1. The distances d0[i], i ∈ [1, n] (d1[i], i ∈ [1, n], respectively) are then carefully summed in
order to label the transition arc of the trellis for the input bit 0 (and respectively, the transition arc for the input
bit 1). The decoding is then achieved using the Viterbi algorithm.9
Equation 3 show that for P-QIM, a bit noted b is coded in n ACs coefficients similarly to a repetition code
(repetition of n zeros or n ones) since the same quantizer Q0 or Q1 is used depending of the bit b. In the
Hyper-Cube approach, the bit b is firstly encoded with a convolution code (instead of just repeating bits) in
order to obtain n bits. Those n bits are then embedded using either Q0 either Q1.
3. MODIFIED WATSON SLACKS COMPUTATION
3.1 Modified Watson slacks
For a given 8x8 DCT block, the modified Watson slack associated with a DCT coefficient x in position i ∈ [0, 63]
is:4
s(x, i) = max(tML [i], |x|0.7tML [i]0.3), (4)
with tML the brightness mask:
tML [i] = t[i]
(
C[0]
C0
)0.649(
C0
128
)
, (5)
with C[0] the DC coefficient of the DCT block, C0 the average of all the DCs coefficients of the image, and t[i]
the sensitivity value with position i.7 Compared to the Watson slack, the modified Watson slack scales linearly
with coefficient scaling. This is indeed due to the following property:
∀x ∈ R,∀i ∈ [0, 63],∀ν ∈ R+, s(ν.x, i) = ν.s(x, i). (6)
A valumetric attack changing the amplitude of pixels with a scalar ν ∈ R+ will thus scale the modified Watson
slacks of a factor ν. This property allows building a quantization-based watermarking system less sensitive to
the valumetric attack. This trick has been introduced in 2004 and is known has the Rational Dither Modulation
(RDM) approach.6
3.2 JPEG quantization table integration
In the P-QIM algorithm, for each DCT coefficient, the quantization step of a DCT coefficient x is a function of
the modified Watson slack as:
∆i = GPQIM × s(x, i), (7)
with GPQIM ∈ R a constant tuning the embedding strength. A valumetric attack changing the amplitude of
pixels with a scalar ν ∈ R+ will cause a change in the quantization step of a single factor ν. The watermarking
scheme is thus theoretically invariant to valumetric attack. Moreover it takes into account the psychovisual
aspect.
For the Hyper-Cube watermarking we decide, in the same manner as P-QIM, to tune the quantization step
according to the modified Watson slack but also according to the quantization step of the JPEG quantization
table Q(i) (the table is the same as the one used in5 with a quality factor fixed to 70):
∆i = GHC × s(x, i)×Q(i), (8)
with GHC ∈ R a constant tuning the embedding strength. Results show that this add do not degrade the
performances. This gives an interesting property: the approach may easily be used in a joint compression-
watermarking scheme. It is thus easy to use the modified Watson slacks in a watermarking scheme integrated
in an image/video codec (for example JPEG8 or H.264/AVC10). Moreover, it does not reduce the robustness
performances.
3.3 Slacks on a neighborhood
The method proposed in P-QIM uses for the watermarking of the current block, the modified Watson slacks of
the previously watermarked block (the block on the left of the current block if there is one, and the block on the
top otherwise). There is thus no drift between modified Watson slacks values computed at the embedding and
modified Watson slacks values computed at the extraction. In return, a “blocks trail” appears in strong contour
areas (see inside the red circle in Figure 2.a).
(a) with P-QIM
(Block artifacts in the red circle).
(b) with Hyper-Cube
(No block artifacts in the red circle)
.
Figure 2. Part of image 1 from BOWS-2 data-base watermarked with a SSIM=98% and a payload=1/64; (a) with P-QIM;
(b) with Hyper-Cube.
To remove this psychovisual disagreement, we must use better modified Watson slacks values while avoiding
excessive drift between the modified Watson slacks used at the embedding and those used at the extraction. We
thus determine for each block, the closest neighborhood block in the sense of the L2 distance. The computation
is performed in the spatial domain by comparing each already watermarked adjacent block with the current
block. Note that before achieving the comparisons in the spatial domain, we nullify the DCT coefficients used
for the watermarking of the current block. This indeed reduce the drift effect during the extraction. Moreover,
we limit the research area in order to reduce the drift likelihood. After various experiments, it appears that a
good compromise is to consider only 2 blocks: the block above the current block and the block on the left of
the current block. Experimental results show that the “blocks trail” disappear (see for example Figure 2.b) and
that the robustness is almost unchanged.
Figure 3. State machine of the convolution code 1/8-rate 2-memory.
4. MESSAGE CODING
In our implementation of P-QIM, 1 bit is embedded in each DCT block. More exactly 1 bit is embedded into
n=9 coefficients ACs. The rate of the repetition code is thus 1/9 and the Hamming distance between the point
(of dimension 9) representing 0 and the point (of dimension 9) representing 1 is 9. The repetition code can
correct at most b(9− 1)/2c = 4 errors on 9 bits.
The use of codes more efficient than the repetition code improves the performance of the watermarking
scheme. In the Hyper-Cube algorithm, we embed 1 bit in n = 8 coefficients ACs. We use a convolution code
1/8-rate 2-memory. The code 1/8-rate 2-memory is derived from a convolution code 1/2-rate 2-memory by
repeating four times each output bit. The diagram of the state machine, for this 1/8-rate 2-memory code, is
given in Figure 3. In our experiments, we also derived a code 1/8-rate 6-memories from the standard NASA
code of (133, 171) polynomial generators. Note that the add of a error correcting code necessitates to integrate
a special soft decoding procedure as explain in Section 2.3.
5. RESULTS
The experiments were performed on the first 100 images of the BOWS-2 database∗ with images resized to
256× 256.† These images are grayscale photos taken by amateurs and coded on 8 bits.
Four attacks to robustness have been tested: the Gaussian noise attack, the filtering attack, the valumetric
scaling attack, and the JPEG compression attack. The four attacks are described in detail in.5 The Bit Error
Rate (BER) is computed from the extracted message and is equal to the number of erroneous bits divided by the
total number of embedded bits. The BER is computed for each attack. We fixed the degradation to a SSIM11
value of 98%‡.
We tested our propositions by progressively enriching an algorithm that we will name P-QIM. The algorithm
that we name P-QIM in this paper is a somewhat modified version from the original.4 For each block, only the
first 9 ACs coefficients (zig-zag scan) are used for watermarking. There is no dithering but: the modified Watson
slacks values of the current block are computed from the already watermarked left block or top block if there is
no left block, the message is shuﬄed and encoded by a repetition code, the message is softly decoded using the
sum of Euclidean distances. In the Figures 4, 5, 6, 7 the P-QIM curves are drawn in solid line.
The first test we achieved is to compute the quantization step depending not only on modified Watson slacks
but also on the JPEG quantization table (see Section 3.2). This test is called “+ slacks JPEG ” in the Figures.
∗The BOWS-2 database is downloadable at http://bows2.gipsa-lab.inpg.fr/.
†The image sub-sampling has been achieved with the xnview program using Lanczos interpolation.
‡SSIM is a classical measure well correlated to the Human Visual System. The SSIM values are real positive numbers
lower or equal to 1. Stronger is the degradation and lower is the SSIM measure. A SSIM value of 1 means that the
image is not degrade. To compute the SSIM value, we use the C++ implementation of Mehdi Rabah available at
http://mehdi.rabah.free.fr/SSIM/.
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Figure 4. BER for the Gaussian noise attack.
The results are slightly better than the P-QIM approach using this addition. This proposal highlight the fact
that P-QIM approach can be easily include in a joint watermarking-compression scheme (i.e. inside JPEG,8
H.264,10 ...).
The second test we achieved is to allow the choice of the block on which modified Watson slacks are computed.
This test is called “+ slacks JPEG + neighborood ” in Figures. The closest left or right neighbour block to the
current block is used to compute the modified Watson slacks (see Section 3.3). The results, if we just stick to
the curves, are slightly worse. This is because in some cases the decoder uses the bad block to compute the
modified Watson slacks. Looking closer to the results, we find that although the value of SSIM is 98 %, the
images obtained with P-QIM are of lower psychovisual quality since there is “block trail” artefacts. Thus, the
“+ slacks JPEG + neighborood ” approach outperform visually P-QIM if we use a subjective evaluation.
The third test we achieved is to encode the message with a more powerful code than the the repetition code
used in P-QIM. The rate of the two tested convolution codes is 1/8. For each DCT block, we only take the
first 8 ACs coefficients. We use the JPEG quantization step in the computation of the quantizing steps, we use
the best neighborhood block to compute the modified Watson slacks, and we interleave the message codeword
before embedding. Since there is codeword interleaving, precautions for distances computations should be taken
during the decoding step (see Section 2.3). In the Figures, we note those two tests: ECC 1/8-rate 6-memory
and Hyper-Cube. The results are good for the Hyper-Cube algorithm compared to P-QIM. At low-level attack,
we obtain 0.3% BER less compared to P-QIM, while providing better psychovisual quality since there is a better
choice for the modified Watson slacks values. It may be noted that the code ECC 1/8-rate 6-memory gives a
null BER when there is no attack, but in return when the watermarking system is attacked, the BER increases
dramatically. This type of catastrophic behaviour is not desirable for a watermarking scheme.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new algorithm that we named the Hyper-Cube approach. This algorithm takes
part in the principles of the P-QIM approach by adding two new proposals, by giving a practical framework,
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Figure 5. BER for the Gaussian filtering attack.
and by slightly modifying few parameters. The first proposal is to compute the modified Watson slacks on the
most similar adjacent block. This approach leads to similar robustness performances, but in return provides
images of better quality. The second contribution is to cleverly integrating a convolution encoding and decoding
taking into account the pseudo-random interleaving of the message. Additionally, we propose to integrate the
JPEG quantizations into the setting of the size of lattices. This proposal shows how easy it is to integrate
the Hyper-Cube algorithm to a joint watermarking and compression scheme (JPEG or H.264). In conclusion,
the Hyper-Cube watermarking scheme provides performance in terms of robustness and visual quality which
are better than the P-QIM algorithm. Our future work will focus on the integration of the T-TCQ12,13 in the
Hyper-Cube scheme, the use of lattices suitable for large dimension,14 and the robustness to additional attacks.15
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